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Hoping For Rain
Into every life, a little rain must fall. It's what we do with the rain that makes the difference. Rain on Me is a devotional
journey to help you not only survive but thrive in the storms of life. A downpour of trials can be a force that destroys and
washes away hope, or it can become a tool God uses to bring healing, growth, and new life to our hearts. Through God's
Word, reflection questions, and prayers that you can personalize, these forty devotions deliver encouragement and hope,
guiding you as you respond to your circumstances. Writing space is provided throughout for collecting your thoughts and
concerns, prayers and praises.
A story that could come true tomorrow When Ishmael Jacobson creates a virus that stops the ageing process in humans
and animals alike, chaos could be the only result. Striving towards a dream of eternal life, everybody do what they can to
get infected with the virus, even if it means breaking the law. It is up to detective Lindique to try to stop the spread of the
virus, but is it too late? Soon the world is filled with people, and every day more and more are born. The ground turns
barren, too tired to keep on giving life to billions upon billions of humans who are trying to scrape another morsel of food
out of the dust. When there is no more food to eat, there is always the neighbour… In the end, there is only one person
who can start the ageing process in humans again, and it is the person who started the whole problem to begin with,
coming full circle.
Looks at the depiction of tropical rain forests in movies and art, discusses government policy, business exploitation, and
the future of the rain forest, and describes the lives of forest people in South America, Africa, and Asia
This book is a story of a woman who had a near-death experience 7 years ago. Through her story, you will explore the
true meaning of hope, the importance of imagination, the impact of colorism, and even reveal the purpose of the rain in
our life
Shares the story of how two grieving spouses came together after they lost their significant others--who were childhood
friends--to cancer, discussing how they learned to hope and love again.
Everyone hopes to get something that they like. The significance of hope is better appreciated when juxtaposed against
the farmer's expectation (hope) of rain. However, when the heavens are closed the implications for that farmer become
grave. The situation may be somewhat different if he gets more rain than he bargained for, leading to better cropping or a
devastation of his farmland. Adequate rainfall makes the ground conducive to grow crops, and at harvest time, the farmer
expects his blessings by way of a bumper harvest.
Catherine is a fifteen year old schoolgirl who wishes she could just be that little bit more popular, and is sure that once
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she improves herself, everything will be brilliant, the taunts will stop, and everyone will accept her for who she is. Her new
year's resolution is to lose weight, just like many of her friends. But whereas her friends tire quickly of their diets,
Catherine is fuelled by self loathing and gets the results she wants - fast. She can't stop, and her diet rapidly becomes a
nightmarish cycle of starving and tortuous exercise routines. As her body shuts down and begins to break, Catherine can
feel her grip on life slipping away, and realise she doesn't want to die. But anorexia is an illness that doesn't like being
cured, and how do you get better when you're the germ for your own disease?
Rain before rainbows. Clouds before sun. Night before daybreak. A new day's begun. A girl and her companion fox travel
together from a place of loss and despair, through uncertain times, towards the hope of colour, light and life. Along the
way, they find friends to guide and support them. Together, they build a glorious future and discover there is a way out of
the darkness, into the light of the rainbow. A book with immense hope at its heart, this is a positive message for anyone
who's ever gone through a tough time.
Isa learned a secret—ants can predict the weather! Hoping for rain, Isa and her grandmother watch a nearby anthill to find
out if rain will come. Will the ants predict rain?
After the Rain, the Sun Shines Brighter. But you have to be able to pry open your eyes and look to the skies. The revised
edition of this short, practical self-help manual offers 10 steps for recovery from life's setbacks and progress toward
greater life success. Filled with sound counsel and helpful exercises that can be completed inside the books own pages,
this is the perfect gift to yourself or anyone else who right now is wet all over from the downpours of life.
The day it didn't rain is about an adventurous little boy who thinks he has change the colors of the world and ends up lost
deep in a forest, until he discovers it was all a dream.
With no one else to trust, a terrified Phoebe Rain turns to her neighbor, Dr. Alan MacKerrie, when her diabolical exhusband, who is supposed to be in a coma after trying to kill her, begins leaving her terrifying messages. Original.
College Ruled Color Paperback. Size: 6 inches x 9 inches. 55 sheets (110 pages for writing). The Rain Renews Life Rain
Gives Hope To The Barren La. 157879854296
Illustrated text, letters, and diary excerpts follow the fictional Buckler family during the Great Depression, as they leave
Oklahoma, because of drought and dust storms, and move to California to find work and a better life.
Setbacks and depression continue to plague young people in a society where there are more resources available than
ever before. Reaching for Rain is a collection of stories about young people who have overcome life's disappointments
and depression in their own creative ways.
Behind every cloud there is sun. Nate always sees the bright side of life. While others complain about rain, Nate is happy
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about the frogs that it brings. When you might think there is nothing to do, Nate is just happy to enjoy the view. Instead of
wanting more, Nate is grateful for what he's got. Smile along with Nate as he enjoys all the good things life has to offer.
Early Rain is a not your typical inspirational book. The early rains are the first of the growing season that are meant to
soften the soil and prepare it for sowing. That is our hope. That the beauty and truth within these pages will soften the
heart that the world has hardened.
Go on an incredible journey as seen through the eyes of a man who had an encounter with God that has forever changed
his life.
From the dark prisons of South Africa to the tranquil streets of the holy city of Jerusalem... Young Margo Tanzer and her
brother, Hanan, fight to straddle the privileged world they live in and the world in which they are becoming dangerously
entrenched.
Co-winner of the 1997 Nicholas Roerich Poetry Prize, a first book award dedicated to discovering and presenting new
poets.At turns witty, stark, acidic, and irreverent, Anderson's poems are personal but not private. Their form, clarity, and
meaning make them readable and enjoyable. Concerned with the music of language, many of these poems are neoformalist with plot and persona as well, From season to season, city to seaside, January Rain offers up a unique,
meditative relationship with the world.
Can Laci's faith help overcome the fear of what lies ahead in order to give Mitch her heart, or will she push him away to spare him from
reliving a horrible tragedy in his past?
Fiona Castle has known the depths of grief and loneliness which bereavement brings. But she also knows faith and hope and that it is
possible to come out safely on the other side, changed but also strengthened. This wonderful anthology is now published in paperback and
shares her sources of inspiration .
Moses' parents, Timothy and Phillipa, are both HIV-positive. The father still looks healthy but the mother is quite ill. This should have served
as a warning to Moses against risky behaviour. Pressure from his friends to behave the way they do is, however, too strong. Fortunately, he
comes to his senses before it is too late.
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